preindustrial England was provided by "servants in husbandry"-youths of both sexes, normally between the ages of 13 and 25, who lived and worked in the households of their masters, typically on annual contracts.4 In view of the pervasiveness of service in husbandry as a source of labor supply in seventeenth-century England, it is not surprising that the notion of moving that institution to America occurred to members of the Virginia Company when the results of their initial efforts to recruit a sustained flow of adult workers to their colony proved disappointing.5 Several problems had to be solved, however, before the English institution could be successfully transplanted to the New World; in their solution lay the origins of the system of indentured servitude.
The most obvious of these problems was that of the transportation costs of the settlers. Passage fares to Virginia in the early seventeenth century were high relative to the annual wages of English servants in husbandry or hired agricultural laborers, and few prospective migrants were able to pay the cost of their voyage out of their own accumulated savings, or those of their families.6 Existing English capital market institutions were patently inadequate to cope with the problem, considering difficulties that included the high transactions costs entailed in making loans to individuals and enforcing them at a distance of 3,000 miles. The Virginia Company's solution was to use its own funds to fill the gap left by this unavailability of capital from other sources-by advancing the cost of passage to prospective settlers. The Company's advance took the form of a loan to the migrants, who contracted to repay this debt out of their net earnings in America. For further discussion of the influence of transportation costs relative to income and wealth on the form of migrations, see infra, "The Decline-and Revival-of Indentured Servitude in the Americas."
7 The large size of the debt meant that repayment would normally take longer than the single year that characterized the employment of farm servants in England. Thus although the early arrangements did not have all the characteristics of indentured servitude that would later develop, one important element of the indenture system-contracts binding the worker to a master for a number of years-appeared at an early stage.
Under the first scheme in which Company funds were used to pay transportation costs, the migrants were to work directly for the Company in Virginia. In return for passage to the colony and maintenance there during their terms of service to the Company, the workers were to become "adventurers" (investors) in the enterprise, with claim to a share in the division of the Company's profits that was to occur at the end of seven years. This system had appeared in use by 1609.8 The arrangement, under which large groups of men lived and worked communally under quasi-military conditions, proved to be very unpopular with the recruits. Conditions for the workers were hard. One observer commented, in explaining the colony's high rate of mortality, that "the hard work and the scanty food, on public works kills them, and increases the discontent in which they live, seeing themselves treated like slaves, with great cruelty."9 The response of some workers was to run away to live with the Indians. The Company clearly felt that this action threatened the continued survival of their enterprise, for they reacted forcefully to this crime. In 1612, the colony's governor dealt firmly with some recaptured laborers: "Some he apointed to be hanged Some burned Some to be broken upon wheles, others to be staked and some to be shott to death." The underlying motive of maintaining labor discipline was apparent to an observer, who remarked on the punishments that "all theis extreme and crewell tortures he used and inflicted upon them to terrify the reste for Attempting the Lyke." Another related problem perceived by Company managers was a lack of work effort by their bound workers.'0 These difficulties of supervising and motivating the discontented workers led the Company to seek a new solution to the labor problem.
By 1619 a new system had been introduced. New colonists bound for a term to the Company were sent over at the Company's expense, and the free planters of the colony were allowed to rent them from the Company for a year at a fixed rate, in addition to providing their maintenance." The Company believed that this system would yield them a number of advantages. The new migrants' placement with established planters would provide them with a place to live immediately after arrival, and the old planters would train them in the "vsuall workes of the Country," so that when their year of private service expired, they would "returne to the publique busines and be able to instructed other new Commers as they themselues had bine instructed."' Yet this modification apparently aggravated some existing problems and created several new ones. By 1619 the tobacco boom had begun in Virginia, and the value of labor had risen sharply. The Company was acutely aware, in the celebrated words of the speaker of Virginia's first House of Burgesses, that "Our principal wealth . . . consisteth in seruants."'3 Enticement of servants by private employers seems to have occurred, for in 1619 the General Assembly ordered "that no crafty or advantageous means be suffered to be put in practise for the inticing awaye the Tenants or Servants of any particular plantation from the place where they are seatted;" in case of violations, the -governor was "most severely to punish both the seducers and the seduced, and to returne these latter into their former places."'4 Perhaps more seriously, the rental arrangement introduced an additional principal-agent relationship, between the Company and the private planters, that became a source of concern to the Company. The Company ordered that planters were to be responsible for maintaining their servants if the latter fell ill, and were to be liable for rental payments to the Company for servants who died, with the amounts to be determined "proportionably for their life time."'15 The speed with which the system of rental agreements was abandoned was probably a response to the Company's perception of the insufficient incentives of the planters to protect the Company's investment in the labor of their hired workers, not only in providing adequate maintenance and provision for health care in an environment where all settlers suffered extraordinarily high rates of mortality, but also in preventing runaways 16 The difficulties of devising rental agreements that would provide the proper incentives for planters would have been enormous in view of the problems involved in determining the presence of negligence by masters in the case of death or escape by servants under the conditions of high mortality and poor communications that existed in early Virginia. Sale of the contracts to masters was therefore superior to rental, and it appears that the Virginia Company realized this very quickly, as the only definite evidence of rentals dates from the same year-1619-in which the first outright sales of servants' contracts occurred. Rentals do not appear to have continued in later years.
The rapid termination of the use of this rental arrangement was apparently a result also of the Company's recognition of an alternative to the rental system that avoided the agency problem it had created. As part of an effort by a new group of Company officers to increase Virginia's population, transactions occurred in 1619 that contained the essential elements of the indenture system; migrants, transported at Company expense from England to Virginia and bound for fixed terms of years, were sold outright for the duration of these terms to planters upon the servants' arrival in the colony.'7 These bargains were enthusiastically received by the planters, and an early example of the indenture system's characteristic form on a quantitatively significant scale appeared in 1620, when the Company sent to Virginia "one hundred seruants to be disposed amongst the old Planters."' 8 The cost of passage was advanced to the migrants by the Company, and the recruits in turn promised to work for stated periods; in Virginia, title to the migrants' labor during these periods was transferred to individual planters upon the planters' reimbursement of transportation costs to the Company. Thus by 1620 the development of the transaction that was to become prevalent for English indentured servants for nearly two centuries was complete as colonial planters obtained the services of immigrants for a specified time upon payment of a lump sum to an importer. , 1971) , p. 211. Like its English counterpart, the system of service in husbandry, in the early British colonies indentured servitude increased labor mobility at a relatively low cost, for it involved the migration only of individual laborers who were currently in the labor force. Unlike most migratory movements, the system therefore did not have to bear the costs of transportation for "tied" movers in families, who would make no immediate contribution to production.
It might be argued that indentured servitude was adapted directly from the English system of apprenticeship. Some connections did exist. vast amounts of new land, and in those American regions where crops could be grown that used this land to satisfy the demands of both the large English market and the European markets that lay beyond it, the result was a marginal productivity of labor considerably higher than that found in English agriculture. Labor productivity in many parts of colonial America eventually proved to be sufficiently high to allow many bound European workers to repay the cost of passage to the colonies in periods of as little as four years. Yet when English colonization of North America began, a difficult problem existed, a problem of how workers unable to afford the cost of the passage fare out of their own savings could obtain the necessary funds. The requirements of the situation, with the need for the emigrant to repay the funds over an extended period from a location far distant from England, posed enormous problems of enforcement for prospective British lenders, and it is not surprising that with the existing technology British financial institutions were inadequate to the task. As was seen in the above description of the Virginia Company's early experiments, the initial solution was for a large firm directly engaged in colonial production to advance the cost of passage to workers, who then became servants of the firm for a period agreed upon in advance, during which the loan would be repaid. The problems of motivation and supervision that resulted from this scheme soon led the Company to rent out the workers it transported to individual farmers who produced on a smaller scale. This modified scheme was itself short-lived, as the Company appears to have perceived quickly the advantages of simply selling the workers it imported to individual planters for the period necessary for repayment of their loans, as specified in the workers' contracts. By doing this, the Company unambiguously transferred all costs of labor supervision and enforcement of the contracts to the planters, including all risks of capital provided by the master to the servant (to be paid off by the servant's labor), posed very different problems of contract enforcement and labor motivation than did apprenticeship, in which the initial payment was made by the servant, with the master's obligation, in the form of training, to be paid over the course of the agreement. Thus, although some elements drawn from apprenticeship influenced the development of servitude, the incentives of both master and servant were quite different in the two systems, and servitude was more than a transfer of apprenticeship to the colonies.
Although indentured servitude was primarily used in order to facilitate migration, once the legal basis of the institution had been laid down it could also be used to improve the functioning of markets for credit for other purposes. Once the practice of outright sale of the contract had been established, a large firm no longer had any significant economic advantage in most aspects of servant transportation and supervision. The supervision and enforcement of the labor contracts could apparently be done quite efficiently by small planters responsible for only a small number of servants. The capital requirements for European merchants who advanced the funds to cover immigrant transportation were reduced from the full period of time specified by the contract to the time between the signing of the contract in England and its sale in the colonies (principally the two to three months during which the servant was on the ship). The cost of entry into the servant trade was low, and the industry soon became one in which many European merchants who traded with the colonies participated.
Work incentives for indentured servants appear to have been more varied in practice than a simple description of the system's form might imply. The question of incentives was a significant one, for the major benefit to the servant from the bargain-passage to America-was provided at the outset, before the servant had begun to work. Edmund Morgan concluded that physical violence was the principal means by which masters extracted work from servants in early Virginia; he argued that servants had little other reason to work hard, for few wished to be rehired at the end of their terms, while masters lacked an incentive to treat their servants well for precisely the same reason, since it was unlikely in any case that they could induce their servants to stay on after their terms ended.20 And although colonial laws protected servants from excessive corporal punishment, and masters who killed their servants would be tried for murder, masters generally were permitted considerable latitude in beating their servants.2' Yet it would be surprising if severe physical abuse had been very common, for it would obviously have interfered with servants' work capacity, to the detriment of their masters' profits. Significant positive work incentives clearly existed for servants, and a variety of scattered evidence suggests the potential flexibility of the system in practice. Colonial laws generally guaranteed servants access to adequate food, clothing, and lodging, but many planters exceeded the minimum required levels in providing for their servants.22 Similarly masters could, and did, increase the freedom dues they gave to favored servants above the statutory minimum levels. amounts could be varied. Masters could make bargains with their servants under which the latter could be released early from their terms of servitude.23 The frequency with which these positive incentives were used is difficult to determine, for within the operation of servitude it was only abuses by either masters or servants that were monitored by colonial courts, and therefore of which systematic legal records survive. Occasional references do show, however, that some servants were able to accumulate significant wealth during their terms.24 The judgment of John Hammond, writing of the Chesapeake colonies in 1648, that "Those Servants that will be industrious may in their time of service gain a competent estate before their Freedomes, which is usually done by many," cannot be subjected to systematic test, and may have been overly optimistic. Yet it is likely that Hammond's description of the form of rewards given to some servants, including livestock and land on which to grow tobacco on their own account, came from actual observation, and it is also plausible that, as he admonished, these benefits "must be century sizeable numbers of Scottish, Irish, and German immigrants arrived in the colonies under indenture. Active markets for indentured servants arose in Europe and in the colonies. Hundreds of English merchants in the major British ports participated in binding emigrants for servitude overseas. Transportation costs varied little across individuals or destinations, and differences in the emigrants' productivity, which affected the rate at which they could repay the implicit loans, were therefore reflected in variation in the length of the terms for which they were bound. Surviving collections of indentures clearly show that characteristics that raised the expected productivity of a servant tended to shorten the term for which the servant was indentured. Thus the length of indenture varied inversely with age, skill, and literacy, while servants bound for the West Indies received shorter terms in compensation for their undesirable destinations.27 The presence of these markets provided a consistent link between European labor supply and the labor demand of colonial planters from the 1620s through the time of the American Revolution. The efficiency of the institution within the colonies was further increased by the fact that indentures were generally transferable, and masters could therefore freely buy and sell the remaining terms of servants already present in America in response to changes in economic circumstances.
Even in those regions where it became quantitatively most important, however, indentured servitude was not the final solution to the problem of colonial American labor supply. For it was precisely in those regions that had initially depended most heavily on white servants for their labor needs-the West Indies, the Chesapeake, South Carolina, and Georgia-that planters eventually turned to black slaves as their principal source of bound labor. The transition from servants to slaves, which occurred at different times in these regions, and at different rates, appears explicable in terms of the changing relative costs of the two types of labor faced by colonial planters.28 Indentured servants were quantitatively most important in the early history of those colonies that produced staple crops for export. The primary demand was for workers to grow the staple, and initially planters relied on white indentured labor. In addition, as output increased there was an increasing demand for skilled workers to build houses and farm buildings, to make the hogsheads and barrels to pack and ship the sugar, tobacco, or rice, to make clothing for the planters and their labor forces, and to perform a variety of other crafts. Over time, in a number of colonial regions the price of indentured agricultural 27 increasingly made up of black slaves, while white servants continued to perform skilled crafts and services, and in many cases to act as plantation managers and supervisors of the slaves.
But this was not the final phase of development. As agricultural production continued to grow, the demand for both skilled and unskilled labor increased further. The price of skilled white servants tended to rise sharply. The result was investment in the training of slaves to take over the skilled jobs of the plantation. Although the dates at which labor supply conditions and the level of demand for skilled labor combined to produce this result differed across colonies, the tendency was present in all the British staple economies, as the relative price of skilled white servants apparently rose significantly over the course of the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The differences in timing across colonies meant that the substitution of slaves for servants had not been completed throughout British America by the time of the Revolution, but the advance of the process described here was sufficient to make its result clearly visible in all the staple-producing colonies by the end of the mainland's colonial period, as in many colonies significant numbers of plantations were based almost exclusively on black labor, with considerable numbers of skilled slaves as well as unskilled slave field hands.
The large-scale use of slaves as field laborers in those regions of British America that were characterized by plantation agriculture therefore did not bring a complete end to the immigration of white servants, but it did produce shifts in their composition by skill, and eventually in their principal regions of destination. By the time of the American Revolution, the British West Indian colonies had ceased to import white servants on a significant scale, and on the mainland only the colonies of the Chesapeake region and Pennsylvania continued to receive sizeable flows of indentured labor.33
In The use of indentures to facilitate migration to the Americas had not ended, however. At the same time the indenture system was finally disappearing from the United States, the abolition of slavery in the British West Indies in the 1830s produced a renewed demand for indentured labor. Plantation owners there, primarily engaged in sugar production, were unhappy with the large reduction of black labor supply that followed emancipation, as a large increase in wage rates was accompanied by greater irregularity in the blacks' hours of work and a perceived decline in the intensity of their labor. The planters lobbied the British government for a number of measures designed to promote immigration to their colonies in order to lower labor costs and allow them to recapture their positions in international sugar markets; one of these measures was the right to indenture their imported workers to prevent them from deserting their estates. After resisting this proposal for fear of creating the appearance of a new slave trade, the Colonial Office yielded, and finally agreed to permit the use of indentures under which immigrants were imported to work for specific employers for fixed terms.37
This nineteenth-century revival of the use of indentured labor in the British West Indian sugar colonies, and in parts of South America, constituted a historical episode quite different from the earlier use of bound workers in the British colonies of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Whereas the indenture system had earlier involved the immigration of Europeans to America, in the nineteenth century it was Asia that furnished American planters with a supply of bound labor. Indentured Indians began to arrive in British Guiana in 1838, and that colony was soon joined as an importer by Trinidad and Jamaica. Shipments of indentured Chinese began to arrive in Cuba in 1847, and within a decade British Guiana, Trinidad, and Peru had also received cargoes of bound Chinese workers.38 and early nineteenth centuries was substantially greater than has generally been believed; Henry A. Gemery, "European Emigration to the New World, 1700-1820: Numbers and Quasi-Numbers" (unpublished paper, Colby College, 1983). Both the overall magnitude of immigration and the role of indentured servitude during this period remain to be established firmly. , 1923) . In addition to these movements, during the The form of the contracts typically used in this nineteenth-century migration differed somewhat from that used in the earlier period; for example, wages were generally paid to the Asian servants, and their contracts often provided for their return passage to their country of origin upon completion of the term. Yet the immigrants normally worked for fixed terms of years, without the power to change employers, under legal obligation of specific performance of their contracts with penalties including imprisonment, and they were therefore bound under genuine contracts of servitude rather than simply service contracts of debt that could be terminated by repayment of a stated principal sum. 39 In the second half of the nineteenth century another significant flow of migrants from Asia to the Americas occurred. Bound Chinese laborers were imported to work on the sugar plantations of Hawaii beginning in 1852, and they were joined there by a migration of Japanese workers that began in 1885. From 1852, Chinese workers also began to come to California to work as miners and to build the western railroads. The Asian migrants to Hawaii worked under true indentures, which bound them to work for specified planters for fixed periods of years, with legal provision for compulsion of specific performance or imprisonment.40 Those bound for California immigrated under debt contracts, agreeing to repay the passage fare advanced to them out of their earnings in America; in principle they were free to change employers, or to repay their outstanding debt and become free. forces, and a consideration of the economic basis of indentured rather than free migration can serve to suggest the source of the basic difference in the character of these two major nineteenth-century migrations to the Americas.42
Large-scale net migration may be warranted by economic conditions wherever sizeable differences in average labor productivity exist between two regions. An additional necessary condition for migration to occur in such situations is the absence of political barriers to migration. When a large-scale migration does occur, it will consist of free workers if the migrants can afford to pay the costs of migration out of their savings, or if existing sources of capital permit them to borrow these funds at a reasonable cost. As was seen in the discussion earlier in this paper, the migration will tend to be made up of bound workers if the migrants cannot readily pay the costs of migration out of their own wealth, or borrow the required funds; under these circumstances, the use of indentures can provide a new source of capital, as the intermediation of merchants can effectively allow migrants to borrow the cost of their passage from those who demand their services in their country of destination, in the form of advances against their future labor. Once again, it should be noted that existing political conditions in both sending and receiving areas must permit servitude in order for bound migration to occur. This analysis suggests that a possible explanation for the contrast described above-a free European migration to the United States occurring coincidentally with a bound Asian migration to the West Indies, South America, Hawaii, and California-might lie in a differential ability of the two groups of migrants to bear the cost of migration. share could vary from case to case. Nor can the relation of wealth to income be determined with precision in most instances. Yet these variables should generally have been correlated with the true variables of interest here. Therefore if the analysis outlined above is valid, it would imply that the ratio of passage fare to per capita income should have been substantially higher for the bound Asian immigrants than for the free Europeans.43 Although the test does have significant shortcomings, it can suggest whether the explanation suggested here is sufficiently plausible to be worth pursuing with measurements of greater precision. Table 1 presents evidence on annual per capita income in a number of countries from which significant emigrations occurred in the nineteenth century, together with passage fares to some of the emigrants' principal countries of destination. Although the precision of both the estimates of income and the quotations of fares should not be exaggerated, most of the figures shown are drawn from careful studies, and should serve as reliable indicators of the relative magnitudes involved.
The most striking feature of the table is the contrast between the ratios of fares to per capita income for European and Asian countries of origin. During the nineteenth century, the evidence suggests that the cost of passage to America was consistently equivalent to less than one half the level of per capita income in Great Britain, Scandinavia, and Germany, whereas potential Chinese and Japanese emigrants faced fares to the Americas of an amount consistently greater than three times the level of per capita income in their own countries. The absence of indentured servitude from the great nineteenth-century migration from Europe to the United States therefore appears understandable, for the cost of migration was apparently sufficiently low relative to the wealth of the migrants to render credit transactions unnecessary." The con- 43 The test proposed here might be seen as an implication of a special case drawn from a more general analysis. In general, a migrant might choose between financing migration costs out of savings or by borrowing by comparing the levels of his income before and after the move; if income after moving is expected to be considerably higher than before, the migrant might prefer to repay moving costs out of the higher post-migration income, in order to smooth the path of his consumption over time. Therefore, if the question is simply one of whether the migrant will borrow in order to migrate, the answer would depend on a comparison of income levels in the countries of origin and destination. Yet although indentured servitude was a form of credit, it involved more than many credit transactions. For an indentured migrant not only agreed to repay his loan, but to give up much of his freedom during the period of repayment; thus servants typically gave up the freedom to marry during their terms, to engage in business on their own account, to determine where they would live, and so on. The assumption is therefore made here that given these conditions, migrants would strongly prefer not to borrow to migrate by indenturing themselves, but would instead prefer to save prior to migration in order to migrate as free workers. The test of the difficulty of doing this therefore involves a comparison of the wealth of migrants and the costs of migration; the variables examined in the text are intended to be considered as proxies for these less readily measurable variables.
" An interesting feature of the fares shown in Table 1 short working careers. Their families might in some cases have given them the capital necessary to pay their passage to America, but many may have found it difficult to raise the sums necessary without threatening the survival of their family farms or businesses. Demographic differences might therefore account in part for the apparent greater availability of capital among the migrants of the nineteenth century.47 This hypothesis must be considered speculative, for information on the composition of both the colonial and the nineteenth-century migrations by family status of the migrants is incomplete. And even if present in some degree, these differences are unlikely to account fully for the nineteenth-century decline of indentures among Europeans, for many families had been indentured as redemptioners in the eighteenth century, and many young individuals without families were included in the transatlantic migration of the nineteenth century.
A more general factor might be of much greater importance in explaining this puzzle, for a likely solution lies in a significant discrepancy between the theoretical analysis suggested earlier and its implementation in Table 1 . The analysis implied that the important variable determining migrants' ability to pay the costs of their migration was their wealth; Table 1 years earlier, and this could well explain why the importance of indentured servitude among English and perhaps other European migrants to America declined so substantially in the long run.
A second question concerns the nineteenth-century Chinese migration to California. The quantitative evidence of Table 1 shows no obvious economic difference between this and the other Asian migrations to the Americas. Yet as discussed earlier, unlike the other Asian emigrants, the Chinese destined for California were not indentured. Why did similar economic conditions not lead to similar conditions of migration? A likely answer to this question appears to be that the conditions were in fact similar, and that a difference more apparent than real might have existed for political reasons. In practice it is not clear that the Chinese who migrated to California under debt contracts were actually able to take advantage of the fact that their contracts, unlike indentures, allowed them to repay their debts and become free workers before the end of the contracts' normal terms, nor is it clear that they were in fact free to choose their employers in America, and to change employers at will. Much remains unknown about the actual operation of the system under which Chinese, and later Japanese, migrants worked in the western United States, but many contemporaries believed these workers were effectively indentured, in being tied to specific employers for fixed terms. The question of why legal contracts of indenture were not used in these circumstances is an intriguing one; indentures for immigrants were not illegal in the United States when the Chinese migration to California first began in the 1850s, and indentures remained legal within some limits until 1885.49 Yet the contemporary discussion of the Chinese migration appears to carry an implicit assumption that the use of indentured labor-or "servile" labor in the language of the day-was not acceptable in the United States on a large scale.50 More work on both the attitudes surrounding this episode and the Asians' conditions of work might prove rewarding, for it appears that even at a time when the U.S. government was encouraging the importation of indentured workers from Europe, Americans were not willing to tolerate the large-scale importation of indentured Asians. Thus in 1864 Entry into an indenture nearly always must have involved a substantial sacrifice of personal freedom for the migrant. Neither an Englishman bound to serve in colonial America nor a nineteenth-century Indian bound to labor in the West Indies would have much control over their conditions of work during the years in which their loan was repaid, and their ability to make decisions about most aspects of their lives in that time was severely circumscribed by the control of their masters. As a result, even many migrants accustomed to societies in which the rights of workers were less than those of their employers might have been reluctant to enter into long-term indentures. Yet the consequences of production that brought into use the natural resources of the Americas, with the resulting promise of economic opportunity for workers, provided a powerful attraction to prospective settlers drawn from the populations of Europe and Asia. The attraction was sufficient to prompt many migrants over the course of three centuries to enter indentures, giving up much of their freedom for a period of years "in hope thereby to amend theyr estates."53
But not all migrants to America during the colonial period and the nineteenth century entered indentures. The analysis presented in this paper suggested that flows of migrants would be composed of bound workers only when the migrants were unable to bear the costs of migration out of their accumulated wealth. Examination of empirical evidence supported the plausibility of this analysis, for the evidence suggested that indentured servitude assumed an important role in a migration when the direct cost of passage was high relative to the per capita income of the migrants' country of origin. Thus that the great nineteenth-century migration of Europeans to the Americas was composed of free individuals and families appears to have been a consequence of both falling transportation costs and rising European income levels. 
